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Object tracking based on the orientation tensor conceptJ�orgen Karlholm Carl-Johan Westelius Carl-Fredrik WestinHans KnutssonComputer Vision Laboratory, Dept. of EELink�oping University, S-581 83 Link�oping, Swedenemail: jorgen@isy.liu.seAbstractWe apply the 3D-orientation tensor representation to construct an object trackingalgorithm. 2D-line normal ow is estimated by computing the eigenvector associatedwith the largest eigenvalue of 3D (two spatial dimensions plus time) tensors with aplanar structure. Object's true 2D velocity is computed by averaging tensors withconsistent normal ows, generating a 3D line represention that corresponds to a 2Dpoint in motion. Flow induced by camera rotation is compensated for by ignoringpoints with velocity consistent with the ego-rotation. A region-of-interest growingprocess based on motion consistency generates estimates of object size and position.1 IntroductionThe literature on optical ow estimation is wast. Descriptions and performance studiesof a number of di�erent techniques are given in [3] and the monographs by Fleet [5] andJ�ahne [10]. We will only briey describe the particular methods used in the present study.Details on the tensor �eld represention and �ltering methods are found in [14, 15, 18, 19].In the language of [3], the optical ow estimation method used is an energy method, seealso [1, 7]. It is related to the gradient methods based on the motion-constraint equation[8, 17], (rf)Tv = 0 (1)with rf denoting the spatio-temporal gradient (fx; fy; ft)T , and v = (u; v; 1)T , a 3Drepresentation of the image velocity. Suppose we want to �nd the best least square estimateof v, given gradient estimates from N points in a translating object, with wi the weightgiven to estimate i. This gives us an equationWFv = 0BBBB@ w1 0 � � � 00 w2... . . .0 wN 1CCCCA 0BB@ rfT1...rfTN 1CCA v = 01



It is straightforward to show that the solution that minimises jjWFv jj2 is given bythe eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of G = Piw2i rfirfTi : We mayinterpret G as a result of averaging local outer products Gi = rfirfTi . See also [4], andcompare this to the naive approach of averaging local optical ow estimates, Figure 1.

Figure 1: Naive averaging of local optical ow estimates. All three rectangles move withthe same velocity, but the averaged ow vectors (inside rectangles) are di�erent, only theone for the square pointing in the correct direction.2 Local structure tensorThe gradient method discussed above uses estimates of the local structure of the 3Dspatio-temporal space to extract optical ow. We use a related method, introduced byKnutsson [12, 13]. The main di�erence is the use of quadrature �lters [11], rather thangradient estimation. Quadrature �lters capture both �rst and second order variations,and this has the important consequence of allowing a structured and easily interpretablerepresentation of the local spatio-temporal neighbourhood. In this method, the dominantorientation of a neighbourhood is represented as a dyadic productT � Ax̂x̂Twhere A > 0 is an arbitrary number and x̂ is a vector pointing in the direction of maximumsignal variation.A dyadic product accurately describes the local structure of a simple neighbourhoodvarying in just one direction x̂, so that if we denote the local coordinates by �,S(�) = G(�Tx)where S and G are arbitrary signal functions.In [13] it is shown thatT can be constructed by combining the outputs of polar separablequadrature �lters, and [14] discusses an e�cient implementation of this method, using 1D�lters.In neighbourhoods which are not simple, the estimated T will not be a simple dyadicproduct, but have a more complex structure, being a sum of such products, and we refer2



Sa(�) = G1(�Tx1) Sd(�) = G2(�Tx2)Figure 2: Two di�erent three-dimensional simple neighbourhoods. The neighbourhoodsare constructed using two di�erent signal functions (G1 and G2) and two di�erent signalorienting vectors (x1 and x2).to it as the local structure tensor. Given a base fêx; êy; êtg we may obtain the eigenvaluedecomposition of the corresponding matrix and, henceforth concentrating on the 3D case,write T = �1ê1ê1T + �2ê2ê2T + �3ê3ê3TLetting �1 � �2 � �3, it is found that certain elementary but important local structuresare revealed by means of an eigenvalue analysis of T.Plane case: A rank one or simple neighbourhood where �1 � �2 ' �3 � 0.T ' �1T1 = �1ê1êT1This case corresponds to a neighbourhood that is approximately planar, i.e. is constant onplanes in a given orientation. The orientation of the normal vectors to the planes is givenby ê1.Line case: A rank two neighbourhood where �1 ' �2 � �3 � 0.T ' �1T2 = �1 (ê1êT1 + ê2êT2 )This case corresponds to a neighbourhood that is approximately constant on lines. Theorientation of the lines is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue,ê3. Isotropic case: A rank three neighbourhood where �1 ' �2 ' �3 � 0.T ' �1T3 = �1 (ê1êT1 + ê2êT2 + ê3êT3 )This case corresponds to an approximately isotropic neighbourhood, meaning that thereexists energy in the neighbourhood but no dominant orientation, e.g. in the case of noise.In general, T will be a linear combination of these cases, i.e. T can be expressed as:T = (�1 � �2)T1 + (�2 � �3)T2 + �3T3 (2)where (�1 � �2), (�2 � �3) and �3 may be viewed as coordinates of T in the tensor basisTi. 3



3 Motion estimationIt is now straightforward to obtain optical ow estimates from the tensor, if we interpretthe 3D plane case as a moving 2D line/edge segment, and the 3D line case as a moving 2Dpoint [4, 9]. In the 3D plane case we can only estimate the line's normal ow (due to the\aperture problem"), but in the 3D line case the true ow is available.Let Pxy = êxêTx + êyêTy be a projection operator onto the xy-plane. The velocities arethen computed as follows:v = 8>><>>: � êTt ê1jjPxyê1jj2 � Pxy ê1jjPxyê1jj2 normal velocity, moving line casePxy ê3êTt ê3 true velocity, moving point caseHere jjxjj2 = qPx2i , the Euclidean norm.By averaging the tensor �eld over all points of a translating object we obtain a resultanttensor which ideally is of rank 2, and subsequently extract the true velocity from theeigenvector ê3 = k(u; v; 1)T corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue, in total analogy withthe gradient method discussed above, see Figure 3.

(a) (b) (c) (d)Figure 3: Tensor averaging. (a), (b): Two edges in common motion, creating planes in the3D spatiotemporal space. Orientation tensors (ideally of rank 1) visualised as ellipsoidswith eigenvectors forming principal axes. The eigenvector corresponding to the largesteigenvalue indicates orientation of plane. (c), (d): Averaging of tensors (`symbolically'shown in (c) gives as result an estimate of the true motion, now from the eigenvectorcorresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the tensor (d), which ideally is of rank 2.In general it is more robust to estimate normal ow than true ow [2, 6], and dueto phase interference this is true also when using quadrature �lters. We consequently donot want to use points outside line/edge segments. Since our method uses a rather costlyeigenvalue decomposition we need a way to eliminate points which are not part of oriented4
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Figure 4: Estimating degree of anisotropy of local neighbourhood. Solid line: Plane-likeanisotropy. Dotted line: Line-like anisotropy.structures. A simple way to obtain an estimate of the degree of orientation is to compute� = jjTjjFTr (T)Here jjTjjF = qPi;j Tij2 = qPk �k2, the Frobenius norm, and Tr (T) = Pk Tkk = Pk �k.It is easily seen that 1 � � � 1 =p3.We perform the eigenvalue decomposition only at points where �, the eigenvalue asym-metry, is greater than some threshold �0. Figure 4 illustrates how � varies with di�erentdegrees of neighbourhood anisotropy. The solid line shows � = p�2 + 1 + 1 = (�+ 1 + 1),plane-like anisotropy. The dotted line shows � = p2�2 + 1 = (2�+1), line-like anisotropy.The anisotropy estimation also gives us a means to get rid of low-energy noise. Thesignal energy is proportional to the Frobenius norm of the tensor. Instead of thresholdingseparately on the tensor norm, we add a small amount of isotropic energy~T = T+ �Iwhich, followed by the asymmetry thresholding, quenches low-energy asymmetries. Theconstant � is chosen as a small fraction of the largest tensor element in a frame, which istaken as an estimate of the maximum signal energy.4 Object trackingThe motion estimation algorithm has been employed in a system for object tracking, imple-mented on a simulated robot with a movable camera head. In the actual implementation,5



the goal of the tracking is to keep the moving object in the centre of the �eld of view. Wedo this by detecting the centre of gravity (CoG) of the object's motion �eld, and placinga region-of-interest (ROI) at that point. If the CoG deviates too much from the centre ofthe camera image, a saccade is generated. Consequently tracking is achieved through acombination of smooth pursuit and saccades.Once a candidate for the object's CoG has been generated (e.g. by a preattentive motiondetection system), we iteratively increase the radius of the ROI until the motion estimatewithin the ROI becomes inconsistent with the hypothesis of a single translating object.This is done by means of an eigenvalue analysis of the averaged tensor. As mentionedabove, averaging of tensors generated from a single translating object will ideally producea rank 2 resultant tensor. If the averaging is done over points with multiple velocities, theresultant tensor will be of rank 3. Consequently we introduce a new threshold �1 such thatif �3 = (�1 + �2) > �1, the ROI radius is judged to be too large.The isotropy thresholding does not work when the estimates have been obtained froma region with a single dominant orientation (aperture problem), since in this case thetensor will never become isotropic, no matter how many velocities are blended. Also, whenthere is just one orientation, we do not obtain the correct velocity from the eigenvectorcorresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. The best we can do is to compute the normalvelocity from the dominant eigenvector. It is simple to detect the aperture problem; ifthere is a dominant orientation and a single velocity, the resultant averaged tensor has adominant eigenvalue, i.e. (�2+�3) = �1 � 1. If there is a dominant orientation, but multiplevelocities, the tensor will pass the isotropy test (�3 = (�1 + �2) � 1), but the eigenvectorê3 corresponding to �3 will lie in the xy-plane and give rise to an absurd velocity, so thiscase is easily detectable.Having extracted the \true" velocity of the object, this is converted into camera jointvelocities in a simple control algorithm. In subsequent iterations processing is restricted tothe ROI, whose size and position are continually updated using the consistency approach.Figure 5 illustrates the extraction of valid data points.

Figure 5: Conveyor belt tracking scene. Left: Current data input. A box is transported ona conveyor belt. Middle: Gaussian region-of-interest grown around object. Right: Pointsused in tensor averaging. 6



5 Increasing robustness of trackingThe algorithm as given above is very fragile. If the tracked object has a shape such that theCoG is outside its boundary, or if the camera rotation fails to compensate for the objectmotion, again leading to a situation with the predicted CoG outside the object boundary,the ROI growing process may stick to camera-induced motion of the background or tosome other object moving by. It turns out that there is an elegant way of getting aroundthese problems.Knowing the camera rotation velocity and the geometry of the camera we may computean approximation of the camera-induced motion �eld. In the 3D spatiotemporal space thismotion is represented by a vector vego = (uego; vego; 1)T . We note that this vector will lie inthe 3D planes generated by all linear structures moving with this velocity. This gives us ameans to eliminate all self-induced motion by taking the scalar product between vego andthe normal vectors of the planes, and neglecting points with too small scalar product. Thenormal vectors are identical with the eigenvector ê1 corresponding to the largest eigenvalueof the tensor. Figure 6 (Left) shows that the disallowed planes will lie inside a cone centredat vego. If the camera geometry is unknown, it may still be possible to compensate forego-rotation by averaging tensors over the whole image. This would give an estimate ofself-induced rotation if the static background dominates the image.By monitoring the quality of the tracking, storing a moving average of the most recentvelocity corrections (or \retinal slip"), we may in fact eliminate even more of the signal, byletting through only points with a velocity within a window around (0; 0; 1)T , the windowsize being proportional to the average slip. Of course there must be a minimum attainablesize of the window to manage sudden accelerations, the size being inversely proportionalto the sampling rate, see Figure 6 (Right).6 Conclusion and ExtensionsA new tensor-based tracking algorithm has been presented. The algorithm uses estimatesof line/edge motion to grow a region-of-interest around positions with consistent motion.The true optical ow is extracted by means of a tensor averaging procedure and subse-quent eigenvalue decomposition. A procedure for ego-rotation compensation and adaptiveelimination of irrelevant data has been described. The algorithm has been implementedand tested in a robot simulation environment, Figures 7 and 8.A straightforward improvement of tracking may be achieved by including depth infor-mation obtained from disparity measurements using a stereo camera head. This enablesus to restrict the ROI to points at a speci�c depth. In fact, it makes it possible to grow a3D ROI around the object.The present implementation of the tracker follows a single object and keeps it centredin the �eld of view. It should, however, be possible to generalise this to tracking of multipleobjects. We simply attach a ROI to each object and make the same computations as abovewithin each ROI, updating the velocities of the ROIs instead of the camera joints. Using a7



Figure 6: Eliminating irrelevant motion. Left: Cone centred around vector representingcamera-induced motion. The line segment (which becomes a plane in the spatiotemporalspace) moves with respect to a static background, since it does not intersect with the cone.Right: Retinal slip cone centred at (0; 0; 1)T . Opening angle represents the current qualityof tracking.�ltering system that detects local motions not covered by ROI's, we may spawn new ROIsas new objects appear, and delete others as objects disappear.A signi�cant detail that we have not mentioned, is related to spatiotemporal �lteringin general, namely the problem with edge-e�ects. When the camera moves around, newobjects will enter the �eld of view. Due to the temporal bu�er depth of the �ltering systemthe local structure estimates will not be correct until the object has been visible for a while.Analogously there will be problems with saccades, since the temporal bu�ers will containsequences from two unrelated spatial positions. A simple remedy for the saccade problemis to neclect all data until the old data has been shifted out of the bu�ers (as in frame 5of Figure 8), but this may cause problems for the tracking controller. A systematic wayto get around edge-e�ects is to use normalised convolution [16, 18], which is a techniquewhere certainty labels are attached to all extracted data and least-square sense optimal�ltering estimates are computed based on these. When a saccade has been produced thedata from the \pre-saccadic" gaze direction is given zero certainty (or validity), and inthe edge case we set zero certainty to data outside the image boundary, as opposed tothe usual procedure of putting a frame with zeros (or any other value) around the image.Normalised convolution can be used whenever the camera is accelerating fast, saccadesbeing just a special case. In all such situations the local linear structure approximationhas a short temporal validity and old data is useless and should be discarded. The result8



Figure 7: Applications of tracking algorithm. Left: Conveyor belt tracking and reaching.Right: \Aeroplane" tracked against a textured background.of acceleration can be observed in Figure 8, frame 4, where the ego-rotation compensationdoes not quite eliminate all background motion.7 AcknowledgementThis work has been done within the ESPRIT project \Vision as Process" BRA 7108.
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Figure 8: Fragments of tracking test sequence showing an \aeroplane" moving in a circularorbit with constant angular velocity, _� = 1:0 rad/s. Orbit radius r = 1:0 m, and samplingrate fs = 25 frames/s. The columns show current image, Gaussian region-of-interest andpoints used in tensor averaging, respectively. Frame 5 shows the result of a saccadicmovement to recentre the object. After a saccade, no tensor data is extracted until oldframes have been shifted out of the temporal bu�er.10
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